### FAI Controller Duties

#### BEFORE THE EVENT

5. Ensure that the Organisers FCE website (if one is to be used) not in violation of SC5, para 4.1.6.

New duty for FAI controller, regarding organisers website, for date and content.

13. Will contact the OC to ensure that the facilities and services to be provided are adequate and appropriate. Examples of what is meant by this are the registration office, judging room(s), electronic scoring system, internet connection, power supply, hotel accommodation, local transportation, interpreters, parachute packing areas, creeper and dirt-dive areas, PA system, etc. As each competition is different, the FAI Controller will need to act as circumstances dictate and may well prepare a detailed checklist, which will likely be different to the one included in this Handbook.

More specific wording as to control scoring system, internet, power and creeper/dirt-dive area.